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                   1st February, 2021 
  Editorial 
 
 

Decision on gas 
THE matter seems to have been settled once and for all. The government has rejected 
the demand of owners of captive power plants (small off-grid generation facilities) to 
withdraw its decision to discontinue the supply of gas for self-generation to non-export 
industry from February and export-oriented units from March. The decision has firmly 
been conveyed to the businessmen in spite of a gloomy scenario painted by them. The 
industry has been told to fully shift to the national grid before the end of 2021. 
Nonetheless, according to the government plan, the industrial units using gas for 
producing steam will continue to receive the fuel for their processes. Besides, the units 
that cannot immediately shift to the national grid for one reason or the other, or whose 
sanctioned load is less than their requirement, will also continue to get gas supplies till 
they are fully connected to the grid. 
 
The decision to disconnect gas supplies for the captive power plants is made with a 
view to encouraging the consumption of excess power generation developed in the 
country during the last five years. This is a step in the right direction. The increase in 
electricity consumption by industry is expected to significantly lessen the pace of 
growth in the circular debt by reducing the capacity charges paid to power producers 
without using their capacity. Moreover, it is a fact that most captive power plants are 
highly inefficient and the diversion of the ever-depleting gas resource to them for self-
generation is a big national loss, especially when excess electricity is available in the 
system. The government had encouraged industry to set up generation for their own 
use a decade ago after massive power shortages hit the country, damaging industrial 
output. The situation has reversed in the last few years and it does not make any sense 
to keep feeding captive power any longer. The argument that the disconnection of gas to 
captive power will hit exports doesn’t have a leg to stand on. However, it may somewhat 
reduce the profit margins of exporters and others. It is time for industry to stop seeking 
rent. But it is also time for the government to reduce electricity costs for the exporters 
— and other consumers as well. That will not be possible without the authorities 
concerned making concerted efforts to reduce the distribution losses of electricity 
distribution companies, check power theft and improve bill recovery from all 
consumers. 


